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MESSAGE FOR THE APPARITION IN THE MARIAN CENTER OF AURORA, URUGUAY,
TRANSMITTED BY MARY, QUEEN OF PEACE TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA

Dear children,

I come in the beginning of this day to announce My Kingdom to the world and to elevate the
prayers of My little children in offer to God for the Redemption of souls. I come to collect the
sincere offers of each one of the hearts of the world and grant to many the Grace of being touched
by the Holy Spirit of God.

My Heart has suffered profoundly in the last days, but the sincere Love of My children will be able
to relieve the world and My Heart. And so that there is no illusion in the heart of My soldiers, I give
you, day by day, the attributes of a soul consecrated to prayer and to the Redemption of the world.

A soul consecrated to prayer elevates its word without time and without tiring. It prays to the Lord
out of Love for God and not for an obligation to pray. There is no correct moment to invoke the
Sacred Heart of God, because it seeks to be in Him all the time.

A soul that seeks consecration through prayer finds, in the spaces of life, the moment to be with
God and to be with Him in everything it does.

This soul offers to the Lord each work carried out in the world, at home, with the family, and with
those in need of God.

To consecrate the soul to the Universe of prayer, it is necessary that the Love that comes from the
spirit may descend and that you may allow it to be the true guide of your lives.

Each soul that only aspires to consecrate itself to My Heart, to the Heart of Christ and to the Heart
of God, will relieve the Kingdom of Heavens from the suffering it receives from Earth.

That soul that ardently wishes to be in the Heart of God, let it only feed its devotion and not seek to
evaluate it.

Those of My children who want to say "yes" to Me, even if they do not know if they will really be
able to follow Me, may they elevate their word to the Creator and I will take them by the hand and
will lead them directly toward the Will of the Lord for their lives.

It is the love in your hearts, dear children, that will show you if you are truly in Me. And if you
cannot feel this Love, surrender your lives as a simple offer to God, and I will elevate you and will
place you in a secure place within My Heart.

Today I come to thank you for the sincere answer of My children and all the Love that you send to
relieve My Heart. The Lord has heard your prayers and little by little the world is being relieved.

I ask you to continue feeding the fire of devotion to overcome the power of inertia. Feed Love in
order to step out of the dream that you do not know you are living.
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If, upon hearing My words, you take them as true for you, you will find the reason of My Word and
you will discover that which I want to transform in your lives.

I love each one of My children and I thank you eternally for responding to My Call.

Mary, Queen of Peace and of all souls of the World.


